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Most know we can provide
flexible tooth coloured clasps
but did you know we can also
provide clear clasps?
Made of the same type of material as the tooth coloured
clasps the clear clasps can look far more aesthetically
pleasing.

Same Flexibility
The clear clasps offer the same level of flexibility and
strength as their tooth coloured counterparts but tend
to blend in better. They are totally transparent, so take
on the colour of the tooth and / or gum which helps
them blend into the mouth.

There have been a number of updates and
improvements to our CAD/CAM offerings. Below are
just a couple of the highlights.

Same Price

We are now able to offer semi-translucent Zirconia
restorations. Zirconia has long been the material of
choice for strength and good aesthetics. However, it
was a dense material so many still preferred E-Max or
similar for the aesthetic zone. Now we can provide all
the benefits of Zirconia with improved aesthetics.

The clear clasps are the same price as the tooth coloured
versions. Next time you are looking to use a tooth
coloured clasp why not consider a clear clasp. From our
experience patients seem to prefer them because they
do ‘hide’ well.
If you would like further information please let us know.

More Translucent Zirconia

Larger Abutments
CAD/CAM abutments have long been the best choice for
most implant restorations. Straumann now have made
them even better. By introducing larger titanium blanks
they have improved on a great product. The new blanks
have significantly increased height and diameter whilst
lowering the emergence profile for bone level implants.
If you would like further information about CAD/CAM or
implants please let us know.

Please Note: We Will Close For The Christmas Holidays
From Close Of Business On Friday 20 December 2013
And Re-Open On Thursday 2 January 2014
We Wish You A Happy Christmas
And A Prosperous New Year
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